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ACTIONS and defences
See also
Libel and slander
Subhead Suits and claims under various subjects, e.g. Libel and slander - Suits and claims

ADAMS, Mary Louise
Trouble with normal: postwar youth and the making of heterosexuality; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p244-6

ADMINISTRATION of Justice. See Justice, Administration of

ALCOHOL consumption. See Alcohol drinking behaviour

ALCOHOL drinking behaviour
History
Managing the marginal: regulating and negotiating decency in Vancouver's beer parlours, 1925-1944; avec sommaire en français. Robert A. Campbell, bibliog.
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): pl09-27,348-9

ALCOOL
Droit
Voir Liquor laws and regulations

ALCOOL, Consommation d'
Voir Alcohol drinking behaviour - History

Voir Alcohol drinking behaviour - History

AMERICAN authors. See Authors, American

AMIN, Samir
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p301-3

ANARCHISM and anarchists
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p270-2

Considering the third revolution: popular movements in the revolutionary era (Considering the third revolution); review article. J. Frank Harrison. Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p239-44

Nationalism and the international labour movement: the idea of the nation in socialist and anarchist theory; book review, Michael Forman.
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p256-9

See also
Socialism

ANDERSON, Carlotta R.
All-American anarchist: Joseph A. Labadie and the labor movement; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p270-2

ANDERSON, Kyrill M., J auth

Soviet world of American Communism; book review. Harvey Klehr and others.
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p272-4

ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT. See Egypt

ARGENTINA
See also
Labour unions - Political activities - Argentina
Politics and government
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p290-1

ART and politics
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p262-5

ART and society

ART and sociology. See Art and society

ASSOCIATIONS
See also
Labour - History - Associations

ATLESON, James B.
Labor and the wartime state: labor relations and law during World War II; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p277-9

AUTHORS, American
Biography
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p272-4

AZOULAY, Dan
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p250-2

BARGAINING. See Collective bargaining

BECKER, Jane S.
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p265-7

BENEFITS, Employee
See Non-wage payments

BIBLIOGRAPHY
See also
Labour - History - Bibliography

BIOGRAPHY
See also
Authors, American - Biography
Politicians - Biography
Singers - Biography
BOOK reviews

Acts of resistance: against the new myths of our time. Pierre Bourdieu
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p230-3

All-American anarchist: Joseph A. Labadie and the labor movement. Carlotta R. Anderson
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p270-3

Capturing women: the manipulation of cultural imagery in Canada’s prairie west. Sarah Carter
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p246-8

Caring for profit: how Canadian corporations are taking over Canada’s health care system. Colleen Fuller
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p248-50

Caught in the middle: contradictions in the lives of sociologists from working-class backgrounds. Michael D. Grimes and Joan M. Morris
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p280-1

Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p274-7

Clearcutting the Pacific rain forest: production, science, and regulation. Richard A. Rajala
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p240-1

Daimler-Benz in the Third Reich. Neil Gregor
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p297-9

Democracy is power: rebuilding unions from the bottom up. Mike Parker and Martha Gruelle
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p281-3

Dhing, no. Being Italian in Toronto. Nicholas DeMaria Hansey
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p243-4

Empire of free trade: the East India Company and the making of the colonial marketplace. Sudipta Sen
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p293-5

End of parliamentary socialism. Leo Panitch and Colin Leys
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p253-6

Enlisting women for the cause: women, labour, and the Left in Canada, 1890-1920. Linda Kealey
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p245-6

Expanding class: power and everyday politics in industrial communities: the Netherlands, 1850-1950. Don Kahl
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p261-3

Filipino peasant women: exploitation and resistance. Ligaya Lando-McGovern
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p287-9

Hard bargain: transforming public sector labour-management relations. Peter Warrian
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p241-3

Health and social organization: towards a health policy for the 21st century. David Blane and others, eds.
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p362-5

Idea of the middle class: white collar workers and Peruvian society 1900-1950. D.S. Parker
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p288-90

Jacket, no. Ar. Kaye
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p272-4

Keeping the dream alive: the survival of the Ontario CCF/NDP, 1950-1963. Dan Axoulay
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p250-2

Labour in monopoly capital: the degradation of work in the twentieth century. Harry Braverman
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p309

Labor and the state in Egypt: workers, unions, and economic reconstruction. Marcia Pripstein Posusney
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p291-3

Labor and the wartime state: labor relations and law during World War II. James B. Atleson
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p277-9

Labor and urban politics: class conflict and the origins of modern liberalism in Chicago, 1864-1897. Richard Schneirov
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p257-9

Leisure settings: bourgeois culture, medicine, and the spa in modern France. Douglas Peter Mackaman
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p291-2

Making peace with the 60s. David Burner
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p276-7

Marginalas, les exclus et l’autre au Canada aux XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles. André Laplace, ed.
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (printemps '99): p229-31

Marx's wage theory in historical perspective: its origins, development, and interpretation. Kenneth Lapides
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p253-6

McLibel: burger culture on trial. John Vidal
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p286-7

Modern manors: welfare capitalism since the New Deal. Stanford Jacoby
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p267-77

Nationalism and the international labour movement: the idea of the nation in socialist and anarchist theory. Michael Forman
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p256-9

New South rebellion: the battle against convict labor in the Tennessee coalfields. 1871-1876. Karen A. Shapiro
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p366-8

No car, no radio, no liquor permit: the moral regulation of single mothers in Ontario, 1920-1997. Margaret Little
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p248-50

Origins of capitalism. Ellen Meiksins Wood
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p303-5

Peronism without Peron: unions, parties, and democracy in Argentina. James W. McGuire
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p290-1

Pistol packin' mama: Aunt Molly Jackson and the politics of folk song, Shelly Ronai
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p262-5

Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p252-3

Playing Indian. Philip J. Deloria
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p380-1

Polish coal miners’ union and the German labor movement in the Ruhr, 1902-1934: national and social solidarity. John I. Kulczycki
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p259-61

Politics of retirement in Britain 1878-1948. John Mackintosh
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p284-5

Power, place and identity; historical studies of social and legal regulation in Quebec. Tamara Myers, and others, ed.
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p231-3

Raising babies by the book: the education of American mothers. Julia Grant
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p268-70

Seal of approval: the history of the comics code. Richard Schneirov
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p231-3

Some others, ed.
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p274-6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>COAL miners</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLASSES, Social</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Government employees</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CIVIL servants.</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**See Canada - Social history**

**Politics and government**


**Labour / Le Travail no 44 (spring '99): p237-9**

**Social history**

Marginaux, les exclus et l’erreur au Canada aux XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles; compte rendu. André Lachance, ed.

**Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p237-9**

**T.A. Créar: political biography; book review. J.E. Rea.**

**Labour / Le Travail no 44 (spring '99): p237-9**

**Social history**

**Trials of masculinity: policing sexual boundaries; 1870-1930; book review. Angus McLaren.**

**Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p233-5**

**Social policy**

**Planners and politicians: Liberal politics and social policy 1957-1968; book review. P.E. Bryden.**

**Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p252-3**

**See also Social policy**

**CANADA**

**Voir Canada**

**Histoire sociale**

**Voir Canada - Social history**

**CANADIAN folklore. See Polfidore**

**CANADIAN history. See Canada - History**

**CANADIAN Indians. See Indians of North America**

**CANADIAN Jews. See Jews in Canada**

**CAPITALISM**

**History**


**Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p303-5**

**Social impact**


**Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p301-3**

**CARTER, Sarah**

**Capturing women: the manipulation of cultural imagery in Canada’s prairie west; book review.**

**Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p246-8**

**CENSORSHIP**

**History**

**United States**

**Seal of approval: the history of the comics code; book review.**

**Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p274-6**

**CHILD rearing**

**Raising baby by the book: the education of American mothers; book review. Julia Grant.**

**Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p268-70**

**CHINA**

**Social history**

Technology and gender fabrics of power in late Imperial China; book review. Francesca Bray.

**Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p299-301**

**CHINESE in British Columbia**

**History**


**CIVIL servants. See Government employees**

**CLASSES, Social. See Social classes**

**COAL miners**

**United States**


**Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p266-8**

**COLLECTIVE bargaining**

**See also**

**Industrial relations**

**Labour unions**

**Strikes**

**Government employees**

**COMMERCE**

**See also**

**Free trade and protection**

**India - Commerce**

**COMMERCIAL fishing. See Fisheries**

**COMMUNISM**

**See also**

**Marxist economics**

**Marxism**

**Socialism**

**United States**

**Soviet world of American Communism; book review. Harvey Klehr and others.**

**Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p272-4**

**COMMUNIST Party of Canada**

**Red star over Birobidzhan: Canadian Jewish Communists and the “Jewish Autonomous Region” in the Soviet Union. Henry Shremnik. bibliography. Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99); p29-47**

**COMPANIES. See Corporations**

**COMPENSATION. See Wages and salaries**

**CONVICT labour**


**Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p266-8**

**CORPORATIONS**

**History**

**United States**

**Modern manors: welfare capitalism since the New Deal; book review. Sanford Jacoby.**

**Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p267-72**

**COUREURS de bons. Voir Fur traders**

**CRERAR, T.A.**

**about**

**T.A. Creer: political biography; book review. J.E. Rea.**

**Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p237-9**

**CURRICULUM. See School curriculum**

---

**D**

**DAIMLER-BENZ AG**


**Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p297-9**

**DEFAMATION. See Libel and slander**

**DEFENCE (Law). See Actions and defences**

**DELORIA, Philip J.**

**Playing Indian; book review.**

**Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p264-6**

**DISPUTES, Labour. See Labour disputes**

**DROIT du travail**

**Voir Labour laws and legislation**

**Historie**

**Voir Labour laws and legislation - History**

**Colombie-Britannique**

**Voir Labour laws and legislation - History - British**
INDEX 373

DROIT du travail (cont'd.)
Columbia

E

ECONOMIC history
See also
British Columbia - Economic history

ECONOMICS, Medical. See Medical economics

EDWARDS, Alfred

EGYPT
See also
Labour unions - Egypt
Working classes - Egypt

EMPLOYEE benefits. See Non-wage payments
EMPLOYER employee relations. See Industrial relations

EQUAL pay for equal work
Paying the price of principle [equal pay for equal work]. Judy Fudge. Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p311-14

EQUAL. rights for women. See Women - Equal rights

EUROPE, Western
See also
France
Great Britain
Industrialization - Europe, Western
Netherlands

EUROPEAN War, 1939-1945. See World War, 1939-1945

F

FACTORIES
New Brunswick

FACTORY management
See also
Quality control

FAMILY and work. See Work and family

FEMALES, Human. See Women

FEMINISM
See also
Feminism and the State
Women - Equal rights

History

FEMINISM and the State
See also
Women - Equal rights

FEMMES
FULLER, Colleen
Caring for profit: how Canadian corporations are taking over Canada's health care system; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p266-50

FUR Industry
See also
Fur traders
Quebec:

FUR traders

GAUDREAU, Guy

GENDER roles. See Sex role

GENDER studies
See also
Sex role

GERMANY
See also
Labour unions - Germany
Stikes - Germany

History
1913-1945

GESTION de projets. Voir Business management and organization

GESTION des affaires. Voir Business management and organization

GLOBAL security. See International security

GOVERNMENT employees
See also
Collective bargaining - Government employees

Collective bargaining
See Collective bargaining - Government employees

GRANT, Julita

GREAT BRITAIN
See also
Free trade and protection - Great Britain
Libel and slander - Suits and claims - Great Britain
Teachers - Political activities - Great Britain

Polities and government

Social policy

GREGOR, Neil

GREVES et lock-outs
Voir Strikes

Voir Strikes - Mining industry

Histoire
Voir Strikes - Mining industry - History

GRIMES, Michael D.
... and Morris, Joan M., ... Caught in the middle: contradictions in the lives of sociologists from working-class backgrounds; book review. Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p280-1

GRUELLE, Martha, jt auth
Democracy is power: rebuilding unions from the bottom up; book review. Mike Parker and Martha Gruelle. Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p281-3

GUERRE, 1939-1945 (Mondial, 2e)
Voir World War, 1939-1945

Femmes
Voir World War, 1939-1945

HARNEY, Nicholas DeMarla
Eh, pascale! Being Italian in Toronto; book review. Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p243-4

HARRISON, J. Frank
Considering the third revolution: popular movements in the revolutionary era [Considering the third revolution]; review article. Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p239-44

HARRISSON, Denis
Gestion intégrale de la Qualité: univers des acteurs et contexte d'innovation. tab bibliog. Labour / Le Travail no 43 (printemps '99): p147-70

HAYNES, John Earl, jt auth

HEALTH
See also
Public health

Economie aspects
See Medical economics

HEALTH, Public. See Public health

HEALTH care. See Medical care

HEALTH resorts, watering places, etc
France


HERON, Craig, editor

HETEROSEXUALITY
Trouble with normal: postwar youth and the making of heterosexuality; book review. Mary Louise Adams. Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p244-6

HWITT, Steve
Then and now: new examinations of the sixties; review article bibl. Labour / Le Travail no 44
INDEX 375

HEWITT, Steve (cont’d.) (fall ’99): p223-3

HICKS, Michael

HISTORY
See also
Alcohol drinking behaviour - History
Biography
Canada - History
Capitalism - History
Censorship - History
Chinese in British Columbia - History
Corporations - History
Economic history
Feminism - History
Finns in Canada - History
Fisheries - History
Folklore - History
Jews in Canada - Political activities - History
Justice, Administration of - History
Labour - History
Labour disputes - History
Labour laws and legislation - History
Labour unions - History
Liberalism - History
Liquor laws and regulations - History
Marxism - History
Montreal, Quebec - History
Nineteen hundred and sixties
Public welfare - History
Radicalism - History
Rock music - History
Service industries - History
Strikes - History
Strikers - Mining industry - History
Textile industry - History
Women - Employment - History
Women - History
Women in labour unions - History
Women prisoners - History
Working classes - History
Youth - Employment - History

Losing the hearts and minds, or how Cléo disappeared from Canadian public schools; review article. Leon Fink. labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring ’99): p211-15

HISTORY, Social. See Social history
HOLLAND. See Netherlands

INDIA
Commerce

INDIANS in literature

INDIANS in popular culture

INDIANS of Canada. See Indians of North America

INDIANS of North America

INDIANS of North America in literature. See Indians in literature

INDUSTRIAL disputes. See Labour disputes

INDUSTRIAL plants. See Factories

INDUSTRIAL relations


See also
Collective bargaining
Labour disputes
Labour laws and legislation
Labour unions
Strikes

INDUSTRIALISATION
Voir Industrialization

Europe occidentale
Voir Industrialisation - Europe, Western

INDUSTRIALIZATION
Europe, Western

INSTRUCTION. See Teaching

INTERNATIONAL security

INTERNATIONAL trade. See Commerce

INTERNATIONAL Woodworkers of America

ITALIANS in Toronto. See Toronto, Ontario - Ethnic groups

I.W.A. See International Woodworkers of America

JACKSON, Molly
about

JACOBY, Sanford
Modern manners: welfare capitalism since the New Deal; book review. Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall ’99): p267-72

JAPAN
See also
Working classes - Japan

JEWS
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Red star over Birobidzhan: Canadian Jewish Communists and the “Jewish Autonomous Region” in the Soviet Union. Henry Srebnik.
LABIADIE, Joseph A.

K

Kalb, Don
Expanding class: power and everyday politics in industrial communities: the Netherlands, 1850-1930; book review.
"Labour / Le Travail" no 44 (fall '99); p261-3

Kealey, Linda
Enlisting women for the cause: women, labour, and the left in Canada, 1890-1920; book review.
"Labour / Le Travail" no 44 (fall '99); p245-6

Keating, Craig
Use and abuse of postmodernism [The undeclared war: Postmodern management]; review article.
"Labour / Le Travail" no 44 (fall '99); p231-3

Kershaw, Alex
"Labour / Le Travail" no 43 (spring '99); p272-4

Klehr, Harvey
-- and others
Soviet world of American Communism; book review.
"Labour / Le Travail" no 44 (fall '99); p272-4

Kruse, Timothy Messer
See Messer-Kruse, T.

Kulczycki, John J.
Polish coal miners' union and the German labor movement in the Ruhr, 1902-1934: national and social solidarity; book review.
"Labour / Le Travail" no 43 (spring '99); p259-61

LABADIE, Joseph A.
About
"Labour / Le Travail" no 43 (spring '99); p270-2

Labour
See also
Industrial relations
Labour laws and legislation
Labour unions
Middle classes
Strikes
Working classes

L

History
Associations
Constitution of the Canadian Committee on Labour History. "Labour / Le Travail" no 44 (fall '99); p342-3

Bibliography

Labour and technology. See Technology and labour

Labour disputes
See also
Collective bargaining

Strikes

Labour and technology. See Technology and labour

Labour laws and legislation
See also
Labour unions

Strikes

Labour

History

British Columbia

"Labour / Le Travail" no 44 (fall '99); p9-45, 345-6

United States

"Labour / Le Travail" no 43 (spring '99); p266-8

Labour management relations. See Industrial relations

Labour negotiations. See Collective bargaining

Labour relations. See Industrial relations

Labour unions

"Labour / Le Travail" no 43 (spring '99); p270-2

"Labour / Le Travail" no 44 (fall '99); p279-81

See also

Collective bargaining
International Woodworkers of America
Strikes

Technology and labour

History


Workers' revolt in Canada, 1917-1925; book review. Craig Heron, ed.
"Labour / Le Travail" no 43 (spring '99); p235-7

British Columbia

"Labour / Le Travail" no 44 (fall '99); p9-45, 345-6

Political activities

Democracy is power: rebuilding unions from the bottom up; book review. Mike Parker and Marsha
MACMILLAN, Ian
Stripes, bogeys, spares, and misses; pin-boy and caddy strikes in the 1930s. Ill, bibllog. Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p149-90

MACKINOL, John

MAKELA, A.B.
"Police beat them up just to keep warm": a Finnish-Canadian Communist comments on environmental degradation and capitalist exploitation in early 20th-century British Columbia. J. Donald Wilson, ill, port, bibllog. Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p191-204

MANAGEMENT, Business. See Business management and organization

MARRIED women
Employment
Who supports the family? Gender and breadwinning in dual-earner marriages; book review. Diane and others, eds. Labour / Le Travail no 43 (fall '99): p258-70

MARRIOTT, lan

MARTIN, Louise

MARTINS, jug
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p290-3

MASAILIN, ludwig
Inequality and the development of social democracy in Argentina; book review. Laurie Laurie, bibliog. Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p205-15

MASCULINITY (Psychology)

MACDONALD'S Corp

MCGOVERN, Lligya Llindio, See Llindio-McGovern, L

MCGuire, James W.
Peronism without Peron: unions, parties, and democracy in Argentina; book review. Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p290-1

MCCLAIN, Angus

MEDICAL care

MEDICAL care, State
Caring for profit: how Canadian corporations are taking over Canada's health care system; book review. Colleen Fuller. Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p246-50

MEDICAL economics
Caring for profit: how Canadian corporations are taking over Canada's health care system; book review. Colleen Fuller. Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p246-50
MOVIES (cont'd.)
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p259-62
MOVING pictures. See Movies
MYERS, Tamara, and others, editor
Power, place and identity: historical studies of social and legal regulation in Quebec; book review. Tamara Myers, and others, ed.
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p231-3

NATIONALISM
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p256-9

NETHERLANDS
See also
Working classes - Netherlands
NEW BRUNSWICK
See also
Factories - New Brunswick
NEW Democratic Party (Ontario)
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p250-2
NEWFOUNDLAND
See also
Fisheries - History - Newfoundland
Social history
Moral economy of the commons: ecology and equity in the Newfoundland cod fishery, 1815-1855; with sommaire en français. Sean Cadegan, tab graph biblio.
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p9-42
NINETEEN hundred and sixties
Making peace with the 60s; book review. David Burner.
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p276-7
Then and now: new examinations of the sixties; review article. Steve Hewitt, bibliog.
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p223-8
NON-WAGE payments
Modern manners: welfare capitalism since the New Deal; book review. Sanford Jacoby.
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p267-72
NORANDA Inc
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (automne '99): p317-70,346-7
NORTH AMERICAN Indians. See Indians of North America
NYBERG, Amy Kiste
Seal of approval: the history of the comics code; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p274-6

ONTARIO
See also
Public welfare - History - Ontario
Toronto, Ontario
Politics and government
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p250-2
Social history
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p248-50
PARKER, Alison
Women teachers and feminist politics 1900-39; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p289-90

ORGANIZATIONS. See Associations
OUTPUT (Production). See Production

P

PANITCH, Leo
-- and Leys, Colin
End of parliamentary socialism; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p253-6
PARKER, D.S.
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p288-90
PARKER, Mike
-- and Guerette, Martha
Democracy is power: rebuilding unions from the bottom up; book review.
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p281-3

PAY equity. See Equal pay for equal work

PECHES
Voir Fisheries
Histoire
Voir Fisheries - History - Terre-Neuve
Voir Fisheries - History - Newfoundland

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA. See China
PERU
See also
Middle classes - Peru
Office workers - Peru
Social conditions
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p288-90

PHILIPPINES
See also
Women - Political activities - Philippines
Politics and government
Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p287-9

PLANTS, Industrial. See Factories
PODKUCHNY, Carolyn
Unfair masters and rascally servants? Labour relations among bourgeois, clerks and voyageurs in the Montréal fur trade, 1780-1821; avec sommaire en français, bibliog.
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p43-70

O

OFFICE workers
Peru
Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p288-90
ONE parent family. See Single parent family

INDEX 379
S

SCHNEIROV, Richard
Labor and urban politics: class conflict and the origins of modern liberalism in Chicago, 1864-1897; book review. Labour / Le Travail no 44 (fall '99): p257-9

SCHOOL curriculum
Losing the hearts and minds, or how Clio disappeared from Canadian public schools; review article. Leon Fink. biblog. Labour / Le Travail no 43 (spring '99): p211-15

SCHOOL teachers. See Teachers

SCUTO, Denis, Jr auth

SECOND World War. See World War, SECOND World
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